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	Using databases in C# can be daunting for developers moving from VB6, VBA, or

	Access. From the differences in the .NET syntax to the curly braces and semicolons,

	just looking at the code in C# for the first time can be intimidating. As you start to use

	C#, the small changes you need to make become easier and the code starts to flow

	nicely. However, you will likely find that many ways of working with data and databases

	that were easy in VB6 and VBA can be challenging when attempted for the first time in

	C#.




	When you were programming in Classic VB, you could count on a good solid example

	of how to use a particular method, and it would be in context. For instance, if you were

	looking at a connection string example, it would likely include how to connect to the

	database, and it would probably also include a recordset or query. In C# and the

	other .NET languages, you will find fewer full examples and more examples that simply

	show the syntax. Or worse, they’ll show the other objects in the example, but won’t

	explain how to create those objects or explain where the object needs to be declared

	(at the form level or at the procedure level).




	What led to this book was a challenge that I faced while doing something that I thought

	should have been very simple. I wanted to create a form with a datagrid that would

	load a table or query at runtime with the ability to filter, sort, and edit the records. I

	could do this task with Classic VB in a few minutes and in even less time with VBA

	inside of Access. With C#, there were pieces that were very simple, but only simple

	when building the connection to a single database and a single table that you define at

	design time. Getting code to change the datasource at runtime or connecting to a different

	table when your database schema changes was significantly more challenging.

	In addition, the help available online from within Visual Studio or even from an Internet

	search wasn’t very complete. It isn’t enough to know the method that you need to call;

	you need to understand where the variables are declared, the changes that are needed

	to the properties on the datagrid, the “using” references that are required, etc. Once

	you see it, the code is very clear, but it is less than straightforward when you are starting

	out.
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Practical JBossВ® Seam ProjectsApress, 2007

	Practical JBoss® Seam Projects, written by renowned author and enterprise Java practitioner Jim Farley, is expected to be the first practical projects book of its kind on this groundbreaking open source lightweight JSF-EJB3 framework.

	
		Practical application scenarios are used to demonstrate the nature of the...
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The Handbook of MeteorologyScarecrow Press, 2012

	TheHandbook of Meteorology gives specialists and non-specialists alike a clear understanding of the way our weather functions. It provides scientific answers to questions that arise when looking at the world around us. It starts with the basics of...
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STAIRS 2006:  Proceedings of the Third Starting AI Researchers' Symposium, Volume 142 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2006
The field of Artificial Cognition has arisen recently with the intention of developing agents capable to perceive, explore, learn and perform reasoning about the external world. A number of machine learning approaches have been adopted in order to make agent behaviour cognitive. However, most existing systems rely on an external expert guiding the...
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Wiki: Web CollaborationSpringer, 2008
Wikis are Web-based applications that allow all users not only to view pages but also to change them. The success of the Internet encyclopedia Wikipedia has drawn increasing attention from private users, small organizations and enterprises to the various possible uses of wikis.
Their simple structure and straightforward operation make them a...
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Queueing Networks: A Fundamental Approach (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2010

	The origin of queueing theory and its application traces back to Erlang’s historical
	work for telephony networks as recently celebrated by the Erlang Centennial, 100
	Years of Queueing, Copenhagen, recalling his first paper in 1909. Ever since, the
	simplicity and fundamental flavour of Erlang’s famous expressions, such as his...
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Ubuntu Hacks: Tips & Tools for Exploring, Using, and Tuning LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
The Ubuntu distribution simplifies Linux by providing a sensible collection of applications, an easy-to-use package manager, and lots of fine-tuning, which make it possibly the best Linux for desktops and laptops. Readers of both Linux Journal and TUX Magazine...
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